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Abstract - In elderly care the manual assessment of Activities of 

Daily Living (ADLs) is a significant problem. Focusing on the 

dressing we aim not only to recognize the activity performed but 

also to evaluate its quality, using solely RFID technology. Our 

approach leverages sparse and noisy RFID readings by applying 

the two probabilistic methods, Bayesian Networks and Layered 

HMM. The goal is to follow the garments that patients are 

manipulating and to detect possible failures such as forgetting to 

put on something or putting clothes in wrong order. The 

experimental results showed that both methods can achieve high 

accuracy. 

Keywords: Monitoring ADL; Assessing Dressing Activity; 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ADL (Activities of Daily Living) is a term that 
encompasses the common tasks that people do in everyday life 
such as eating, bathing, dressing, toileting and other similar 
activities. Impaired ability to perform ADLs can be considered 
as a synonym for loosing independence of autonomous living 
and it usually leads to a need of having a constant home care or 
to moving to specialized healthcare institutions (e.g. geriatric 
residences). Numerous are the causes that affect the 
performance of ADLs such as strokes, dementias, paralyses, 
physical injuries and so on. One of the most common factors is 
certainly ageing which increases the chances for cognitive 
decline; the prevalence of dementia doubles every five year in 
patients over the age of 65 [18]. This, in conjunction with the 
fact that the elderly population is growing, explains the 
predictions that a number of dementia patients will increase to 
42 million by 2020 and to 81 million worldwide by 2040 [17]. 

In order to mitigate a home care of individuals with 
impaired ability to perform ADLs and to relieve some stress 
from healthcare institutions that are faced with increased care 
provisioning demand, many research groups work on 
technological solutions for monitoring ADLs [23, 2, 3] to 
provide tools for assisting and evaluating the quality of 
performed activities. 

In such monitoring systems Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) very often finds its usage, mainly due to the small size 
of tags and low cost. The technology is convenient for subjects' 
identification and presence detection in certain areas in the 
environment covered with RFID antennas. However, in order 
to categorize performed activities RFID technology is mostly 
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used to detect which objects are being manipulated, e.g. in [2, 
13, 15]. 

This paper presents an approach to evaluate the dressing, 
one of the basic everyday activities using only RFID 
technology. There are the systems in the literature that are able 
to recognize when subjects are dressing/undressing themselves 
[2, 24] but to the best of our knowledge there is no any system 
capable of recognizing if the task is performed correctly or not. 
Our objective is to recognize if clothes are put on and in which 
order. Putting on clothes in incorrect order (e.g. shirt over 
pullover) is identified as one of the most common dressing 
failures in dementia patients [20]. Our approach assumes all 
clothes to be tagged and the recognition of dressing steps is 
based on clothes presence detection in wardrobe, hanger and in 
dressing cabin in front of a mirror. The project was developed 
in accordance with a scenario that was made from observations 
in an actual rehabilitation center. 

Due to the presence of water or metallic objects that absorb 
radio waves, RFID can provide sparse and noisy readings. In 
addition, depending on a setup there are the potential issues 
with antennas reading ranges that could overlap and create 
noise or not to be enough to detect passive tags on a certain 
distances. In order to overcome these problems, we analyze 
two different probabilistic methods, Layered Hidden Markov 
Model (LHMM) and Bayesian Networks. 

II. RELATED WORK 

During the last years, a lot of research has been carried out 
towards the systems for AAL (Ambient Assisted Living) and 
ADL (Activities of Daily Living) recognition. Human action 
recognition is the key requirement towards this direction and 
can be divided in four categories: initialization, tracking, pose 
estimation and recognition. This paper presents work that 
belongs to the last category; we are interested in recognizing 
human behaviors that have a particular function: to accomplish 
a specific task in an ADL. 

In similar line with our work is the project Memory Mirror 
[1], an RFID based project that is focused on people with early
stage cognitive decline. The goal is to reflect the use of 
specified objects during a certain period of time, while also 
warns of possibly lost items that have to be returned. Another 
important work on ADL recognition is MedTracker, presented 
in [3]. MedTracker is also an RFID system that helps the 
cognitive impaired patients to take their medication correctly 
(e.g. usual mistake is taking the same medication twice or 
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never) and on time. This system has the ability of individual 
pill detection. It features an innovative approach that eliminates 
human intervention in handling the medicine between the 
pharmacy and the patient pill dispenser. Caregiver's Assistant 
is a system that monitors the elderly in their own homes [6, 7], 
requiring from the elderly to keep a high frequency RFID 
reader on themselves, while several objects are tagged (mainly 
the ones that subjects have daily interaction with). By 
comparing the real time recordings and the data already stored 
in the base it is possible to track the differences in activity 
patterns. 

However, there are two main issues that are emerging in 
monitoring systems that rely on RFID technology. Firstly, it is 
highly important to have a reasonable and flexible activity 
representation. In this direction, Philipose et. al [2] proposed 
the Proactive Activity Toolkit (PROACT), a toolkit that 
represents activities as a probabilistic sequence of used objects 
and then it automatically creates the probabilistic models of 
activities. Another similar approach is the research on MIT's 
"House_n" project [4]. This project places a single type of 
object-based adhesive sensor in structurally unmodified homes. 
Sensor readings are later analyzed for various applications
kitchen design, context sampling, and potentially ADL 
monitoring using RFID technology. Secondly, the other 
significant issue arises due to the RFID's sparse and noisy 
readings. Various works have been trying to overcome this by 
introducing probabilistic approaches, mostly using dynamic 
Bayesian network modeling and HMMs. Peters et al [5] have 
proposed an agent that applies learning techniques to recognize 
behaviors of persons with dementia using multiple cues in an 
HMM-based approach. It is a learning technique for visual 
event recognition in a system that assists people with dementia 
during the hand washing activity. They have also proved 
HMM-based approaches to be superior to a simple k-NN 
recognition scheme. [12], [13], [15] demonstrated that in 
comparison to other classifiers Naive Bayes and HMM 
classifiers are more suited for recognizing activities such as 
sitting, standing and walking, when low-level sensor data is 
used. 

In comparison to the aforementioned projects our system 
uses RFID technology in order to monitor the dressing activity, 
recognize its steps and provide the evaluation of the quality of 
performed activities. The aim is to follow which garments are 
put on and to check if the priority is respected. Therefore, it 
presents the support for creating the assistive system in the 
future that could help dementia patients by indicating mistakes 
and to suggest the appropriate action, without a help of a 
caregiver. 

In addition, the paper provides a comparative study 
between two different implementations of the dressing activity 
recognition, namely Layered HMMs and Bayesian Networks. 

III. HMM METHOD 

A. Dressing Scenario 

The scenario was designed anrung to reflect a real 
everyday dressing task. The subjects were asked to perform the 
task of dressing following the correct order and then with a 
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dressing pnonty mistake (for instance, wearing a pullover 
under the shirt). We considered a set of three pieces of clothes: 
t-shirt, pullover and jacket (marked only with one tag) while 
the three positions were monitored: drawer, hanger and mirror. 
During each experiment subjects' actions were annotated in 
order to have a reliable ground truth to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the probabilistic model. 

B. Activity Recognition and System Architecture 

The system developed is based on logical reasoning with 
information about the activity from an observed subject and a 
background knowledge base. In our work, the dressing activity 
is composed of a set of actions and the aim is to detect priority 
abnormalities. The major components of the system are 
described bellow: 

a) RFID Sensor Network 

In order to overcome the interference between close-by 
antennas, we chose the distance to be greater than their reading 
range, positioned in perpendicular orientation in order to make 
the coverage fraction maximised [21]. Two antennas were 
placed close to the mirror in perpendicular positions, one was 
placed on the hanger and one in the wardrobe. 

b) AI Agent 

The agent should be aware of intended actIVItIes and it 
reasons on the RFID tag location in a real time. Each garment 
is treated separately in parallel thread architecture. Our basic 
assumption is that location sequences are evidence of actions, 
and then the sequence of actions are composing an activity. 

c) Pattern Recognition and Classification 

A two Layered HMM model [22] has been implemented, 
aiming to deal with two different challenges; noise reduction 
and semantic analysis. The lower layer acts as a filter to noise 
and is composed by three identical HMM -1 's, with hidden 
states that represent the antenna readers' location and 
observation states that represent the location of the reading plus 
a "missing item" state. The most probable location of each tag 
is estimated in a time window of Imsec, using the forward
backward algorithm while the maximum likelihoods are being 
fed to the next layer as a-priori probability. This layer interprets 
actions into activities and it is composed of the three 
observation states that are directly fed from the previous level 
and two hidden states that represent the final interpretation of 
the action; that is, a "garment considered dressed" or "garment 
considered undressed". The time granularity for the parameter 
estimation is different and set to 1 sec. 

In Figure 1 the layer on the left side is intended to 
eliminate sparse and noisy readings assigning miss-readings to 
the most probable physical location. All the probabilities are 
passed to the next layer, on the right, that interprets the action 
performed according to the sensor readings. Each block 
corresponds to a level and each block consists of K HMMs 
running in parallel. Each HMM has T observation symbols. At 
any given level L in the LHMM a sequence of TL observation 

symbols ° L = {0l' 02 , ... , 0TL} is used to classify the input 

into one of KL classes. Then the most probable HMM is 
selected as an observation symbol. 
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Figure 1 Graphical Representation of our Layered 
HMM Architecture. 

IV, BAYESIAN NETWORK METHOD 

A. Experimental Setup and Dressing Scenario 

In our second method RFID antennas were positioned only 
in the dressing cabin, two antennas attached on the side walls 
covering shoulder areas and one on the back wall covering 
subject's back when he/she is facing a mirror that is supposed 
to be on the door of dressing cabin (like in clothing stores 
usually), Adjacent antennas (side antennas and the back one) 
were on the different heights in order to avoid interference; the 
side antennas were on 140cm and the back antenna on 90cm 
from the ground. Correspondently, clothes were tagged with 
three tags - two on the shoulders and one on the back, 
Participants were offered to choose the garments out of t-shirt, 
pullover, light jacket and winter jacket and to perform dressing 
both in correct and incorrect order. They were not required to 
follow any other instruction which had a goal to increase their 
freedom to perform the task in a natural and random way, They 
could use a wardrobe, hanger, bed and chair to lie down the 
clothes during the task, 

B, Bayesian Network Model 

We associated each of antennas with nodes in our Bayesian 
Network Model that are parental nodes to the "FinaIState" one 
which reflects the temporal result of a dressing task, taking 
either "Put on" or "Not put on" states (Figure 2). "Left" and 
"Right" nodes can take "Left tag detected", "Right tag 
detected" and "Nothing detected" states, thus ignoring the back 
tag, Similarly, "Back" node takes "Back tag detected" and 
"Back tag not detected" states, ignoring shoulder tags. In that 
manner, a part of the problems with noisy readings usually 
caused by holding garment in the dressing cabin is overcome 
effectively, Once the back antenna reads the back tag and the 
side antennas read corresponding shoulders tags, an event is 
categorized as "Put on", concerning the current manipulated 
garment. Otherwise the "FinalS tate" node holds "Not put on" 

state. The probabilities assigned to these states depend on the 
states of parental nodes and they are adjusted from training 
evidence, It should be noted that the detection of the back tag 
and only one of the shoulder tags on the corresponding antenna 
is sufficient to presume that the garment is put on. Tagging 
both shoulders just increases the probability for correct 
dressing steps recognition in case of misreading on one of side 
antennas, To test this presumption, we tagged two garments 
with three tags (t-shirt and pullover) while two other ones (light 
jacket and winter jacket) with two tags (left shoulder and back), 

Figure 2 Bayesian Network Model 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the experiments, twelve subjects performed in total, 
twenty one trials of dressing activity for testing HMM, while 
for Bayesian Network method another twelve persons 
performed twenty three trials, Table 1 shows the accuracy of 
recognition for each of the garments and for the detection of 
correct and incorrect order of dressing, 

J) HMM 
Leave-one-out cross-validation is performed to evaluate the 

accuracy of the classification and consequently the stability of 
the entire agent. Twenty in twenty one trials are used as 
training data, and the remaining trial is used as verification 
data. The different error rate between the garments is a 
consequence of the dressing priorities (e,g, the tag from jacket 
or pullover that is put over a t-shirt can hide the tag from t-shirt 
so the probability of misreading is higher), 

2) Bayesian Network 
Bayesian Network method also overcame the problems of 

noisy and sparse RFiD readings that were even more common 
than in first method due to the fact that the garments were 
tagged with two or three tags and the dressing cabin was 
covered with three antennas. As expected higher recognition 
rate is achieved in the experiments with the garments that were 
tagged three times (t-shirt and pullover) instead of two (light 
and winter jacket) - Table 1. 

False negatives were the consequence of misreading tags on 
appropriate antennas: only when one of the shoulder tags and 

Task False Positive False Negative Total Actions Recorded Accuracy (%) 

BN HMM BN HMM BN HMM HMM BN 

Shirt 0 0 2 2 25 24 83.3% 92.00% 

Pullover 0 0 0 0 19 16 100,00% 100,00% 

Light Jacket 0 0 4 2 17 40 95,00% 76.47% 

Winter Jacket 0 0 2 - 16 - - 87,50% 

Correct Order 0 0 2 1 13 11 91.00% 84.62% 

n .. 
. W;;?�.& Ord�r . 

'" '''O,'I''QT DCDI. 'C/IICLJ�' , TLJ'" ,,,oon} 
1 10 10 90.00% 80.00% 

http./ldx.doi.orgI1O.41081/CSTPERVAS/VEHEAL TH201O.8896 Table 1 Experimental Results 



the back tag were read at the same moment we considered that 
a single garment is correctly put on; misreading one of these 
tags in the case when the garment is put on resulted in false 
negative. It is unlikely to detect all the tags with corresponding 
antennas in the case when a garment is not put on; that is why 
we did not encounter any false positive. 

3) Discussion 
According to the Table 1 the LHMM approach gives higher 

accuracy results. In addition, it does not require multiple 
tagging of clothes as in the case of the approach that uses 
Bayesian Network method. However, tagging clothes three 
times and positioning three antennas at corresponding places in 
a dressing cabin gives more relieble detection if a garment is 
put on. For instance, in some cases when a subject just holds a 
garment in front of mirror it may happen that the HMM method 
approach reports that the garment is put on, which would not be 
the case for Bayesian Network method. Depending on specific 
needs, one may choose one of these approaches by making a 
trade-off between the accuracy, tagging effort and reliability. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We demonstrated high accuracy of the RFID system aimed 
to evaluate the dressing activity of dementia patients. We 
proved that the drawbacks of RFID technology such as noisy or 
missed readings usually caused by limited reading range, 
sensitivity to water or interference with metal objects, could be 
effectively overcome using probabilistic approaches. 

A future challenge remains the online learning that is a 
system that would ideally be capable of adjusting the internal 
model in real-time as new examples of activities become 
available. This will allow the algorithm to adapt to changes in 
the user's routines over time. 
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